
Hon Brian Ellis MLC
Chairman
Standing Committee on Environment & Public Affairs
Legislative Council Committee Office
18-32 Parliament Place
West Perth WA 6000

Petition No 76- Rezoning of Special Rural Land Mariginiup

Dear Mr. Ellis

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a written submission regarding the issues raised in the petition
pertaining to the above matter.

I wish to advise that I have not taken my complaint to the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
Investigations (Ombudsman).

I attach my written submission.

~lease could you confirm acknowledgment ofmy submission.

Yours Sincerely

Mrs. Glynis Monks JP
July 7th 2010



PETITION 76 - REZONING OF SPECIAL RURAL LAND MARIGINIUP

There are areas within Mariginiup which are environmentally constrained and
to be environmentally unacceptable for development including land which sho,1'.I<rI.....'"
aside for its conservation and recreation values. ~/TrT7TT1rr'(\\

This includes ensuring that areas with significant environmental values, which are not
suitable for development, are set aside to meet conservation objectives.
Habitats which were once continuous become divided and fragmented, resulting in the loss
of nesting, roosting and foraging areas.

Lake Mariginiup is a shallow wetland situated on the Gnangara Mound near Wanneroo, is
at high risk of acidification due to declining water levels leading to the exposure of acid
sulfate soils. The acid producing potential of the lake sediments can be quantified by using
field and laboratory analyses, which relate to hydro geological factors including the depth of
the water table, movement of groundwater and the location of surface water.

If urban is allowed in Mariginiup, residents in special rural areas, many in new subdivisions
with existing land and infrastructure, with mandatory bio septic systems will have to run the
gauntlet of oxidation ofASS due to dewatering to lay urban sewerage pipes and other
infrastructural excavations such as roads, then face rising acid and salt when the water table
reasserts its level.

This could lead to the classification of land as a "Contaminated Site"
which means the landholders must place a memorial on the Certificate of Title stating the
contamination of their land. (Acid Sulphate Soils and the Contaminate Sites Act 2003)

Bores will be endangered with toxicity just as the residents of Stirling have experienced a
decade ago. The water level in the area between Neaves and Coogee Road is sometimes
within two metres down from their house pads, as can be witnessed with the water table,
visible, even in summer on some properties.

House pads and roads have all been elevated in these areas at great expense due to the
nearness of the water table, the area has characteristic low lying mists during the year due to
the amount of water near the surface.

According to a presentation at the 10th Australasian Environmental Isotope Conference and
3rd Australasian Hydrology Research Conference by Josephine Searle ofthe Water
Department, there are no confming beds beneath Lake Mariginiup, which means toxicity can
drop straight through to the deeper aquifer where Perth gets its water supply. No matter how
good Watercorp may be at filtering heavy metals and other deadly toxins, it can't protect the
trees, plants and wildlife from these toxins.

Apart from the danger to the built environment and environmental health for humans there is
the natural environment. Trees and plants which stabilise soil and filter the rainwater salt and
alleviate the effects of acid will become sick and die if the acidic water reaches them.



Animals will be effected by loss of habitat and the acidic/toxicity directly but also indirectly
through the disappearance of calcium from their food sources for making bones and egg
shells.
The loss of availability ofcalcium from the food sources of animals and plants is one of the
impacts of disturbance and acidification events of ASS. Mariginiup in Nyoongah means a
place where you find vegetable

Also of concern is the listing of natural vegetation. An area at the end of Coogee Road that
was in 2006 independently assessed as High Value Wetland Conservation by a scientist hired
by the Department ofPlanning.

There are also several registered Aboriginal Sites listed within Mariginiup, One particular
listed site (Mariginiup # 22160) is related to the tradition of "Flower Pit Healing
Ceremonies" still conducted and enjoyed by Aboriginal people and local non Aboriginal
residents There needs to be appropriate land usage around the site to enable the spiritual
ceremonies to be conducted in peace and quiet, given the respect and honour deserved
of such precious and unique events. This requires further investigation and protection.

Apart from the problems of zoning urban or industrial on ASS there is the problem of
disruption ofan old established community with strong intergenerational and cultural ties
as well as businesses who rely on their special rural or rural zoning.
This can be exemplified by the Australia Day Mower-Mania race at the equestrian precinct at
Lake Adams, the Onyesha Day Spa on Pine Lake Trail, Health Retreats held on Lee Steere
Drive and Coogee Road, as well as a dance school with amphitheatre, a trotting farm, horse
breeding farm in an ecological park completely self sustained. On Neaves Road the public
enjoy horse trail rides. Many other lush tree filled residences in Mariginiup are the breath of
fresh air for the residents of Banksia Grove and Delamare who live adjacent to them.

A public open space with swings could never give the beautiful natural
environment for these bordering suburbs or the activities able to be conducted there.
Subdividing small special rural blocks to urban would leave barely a tree standing, and the
disturbance of ASS could likely make water and soil toxic. For what purpose when thousands
of urban land sites exist in Wanneroo alone?

Urbanising the special rural blocks between Coogee and Neaves Road and east of Pennygum
Estate will remove the wildlife and ecological corridors that exist between Lake Adams,
Lake Mariginiup, Lake Jandabup and conservation wetlands.
The land in and around Pennygum Estate has a large amount ofmedium to high risk Acid
Sulphate Soils so urban development with its excavations and dewatering poses a threat of
acidification and toxicity of the groundwater and soil. Urban zoning is proposed for the land
east ofPennygum Estate, Mariginiup.

There is a need for ecological linkages between Lake Jandabup and Lake Adams and Special
Rural lots will serve this purpose. Planning such sustainable developments would mean these
lots would not need deep excavation for sewerage infrastructure and so would not necessitate
and the disturbance of acid sulphate soils.


